IEEE Hyderabad Section Events

Research Workshop 2018

The Hyderabad YP and India Council organized an event “Research Workshop 2018”, an IEEE IC Branding activity during 23-24 Jun 2018 for the benefit of IEEE Members, Faculty & Research Scholars. It was jointly organized by IEEE Young Professionals Hyderabad, Department of CSE, JNTUH College of Engineering & IEEE India Council with the support of WIE Hyderabad.

This two days workshop was successfully conducted with lectures delivered by eminent resource persons covering the following aspects.

- How to do Reproducible Research and Publish for the Best Impact
- Industry Academia Collaboration in Research
- Art of Doing Research and Recent Trends.
- Intellectual property rights. Who, when, where, why, what and how?
- Philosophy of Research
- Maintain Health During Research
- Distinguishing Yourself Online with ORCID
- How to manage Plagiarism in Manuscripts?
- How to manage time in Research Degree - What should be the pace of research?
- PATENTING: Why, When, Where, Dos and Don’ts
- Papers, Dissertations, and Books
- Research Cycles

In addition to the above sessions, Mr. Madhav Negi addressed the gathering about Importance of IEEE and membership development

The current IEEE YP Chair Saurabh and the immediate past chair Vinit Kumar Gunjan coordinated the event and discussed about the opportunities one can avail through this research workshop.

This workshop ended on a good note with valedictory and certificate distribution and feedback from participants.

Report by Mr. Saurabh Jain, saurabh.jain.1988@ieee.org

Apple’s $1,249 iPhone Xs Max takes only $443 to make

Apple’s iPhone Xs Max with 256GB storage, which costs about $1,249 in the US, carries $443 worth of components and assembly costs, according to Canada-based firm TechInsights. The firm, which rips open iPhones to estimate their cost, had earlier revealed that the 64GB variant of iPhone X costing $999 took just $357.50 to make, giving Apple a 64% margin.